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We coincidently measure the molecular-frame photoelectron angular distribution and the ion sum-

momentum distribution of single and double ionization of CO molecules by using circularly and

elliptically polarized femtosecond laser pulses, respectively. The orientation dependent ionization rates

for various kinetic energy releases allow us to individually identify the ionizations of multiple orbitals,

ranging from the highest occupied to the next two lower-lying molecular orbitals for various channels

observed in our experiments. Not only the emission of a single electron, but also the sequential tunneling

dynamics of two electrons from multiple orbitals are traced step by step. Our results confirm that the shape

of the ionizing orbitals determine the strong laser field tunneling ionization in the CO molecule, whereas

the linear Stark effect plays a minor role.
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Tunneling is one of the most prominent and important
processes in the strong laser field ionization of atoms and
molecules. It underlies a wide range of fundamental physi-
cal phenomena such as the emission of coherent radiation
in the x-ray region which is the basis for attosecond science
[1,2], the laser-induced electron diffraction and holography
[3] and nosequential double ionization [4]. In general, the
molecular ionization dynamics in a strong field can suc-
cessfully be described by the molecular Ammosov-
Delone-Krainov (MO-ADK) theory [5,6] and the strong
field approximation (SFA) calculation [7]. More recently
also direct solutions of the time dependent Schrödinger
equation became available for molecules [8,9]. Initially
most studies concluded that the angular-dependent ioniza-
tion rate maps the electron density profile or the shape of
the ionizing orbital [5,7,10]. More recently however this
has been questioned [11–19]. Deviations of the observed
rates from the expectation based on the shape of the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) have been attributed
to an interplay of the coordinate-space and momentum-
space features of the ionizing orbital [12], the combined
contributions of multiple orbitals [13–16], and to the modi-
fication of the ionization potential by the linear Stark effect
due to the orbital dipole [17–19]. The linear Stark effect
raises or reduces the ionization potential when the laser
field vector is parallel or antiparallel, respectively, to the
orbital dipole. Thus, for instance, in the case of the OCS
molecule [17], the linear Stark effect reverses the orienta-
tion dependent ionization rate as compared to the antici-
pation of the traditional molecular ADK theory.

For carbon monoxide (CO), the influence of the linear
Stark effect on the orientation dependent ionization rate is
still a hot topic of controversial debate [20–25]. The Stark-
corrected MO-ADK [17,21,24] indicates a maximum ion-
ization rate when the laser field points from nuclei O to C

which is opposite to the traditional MO-ADK theory, while
the Stark-corrected molecular SFA [8,24] predicts a maxi-
mum ionization ratewhen the laser field points from nuclei C
to O. The recent experimental measurements [23,24] of the
emission direction of the dissociative ions from multiply
ionized CO by using intense linearly polarized two-color
pulses demonstrate that the linear Stark effect plays a minor
role and the ionization rate is dominatedby the orbital profile.
However no coincident measurement of the angular distri-
bution of the emitted electron and ion has been performed so
far, which would serve as the most direct approach to reveal
the orientation dependent ionization rate [17]. Even more
challenging than predicting and measuring single electron
emission is tracing the multielectron emission dynamics
involving complex transitions in a many-particle system
and it is completely open how far the simplified concept of
the single active electron model can be taken.
In this Letter, we measure the orientation dependent

single and double ionization rate of the CO molecule by
using single-color circularly and elliptically polarized fem-
tosecond laser pulses. Not only the emission of single elec-
tron, but also the sequential tunneling dynamics of two
electrons from multiple orbitals are individually identified
and angularly resolved by observing the kinetic energy
release (KER) dependent molecular-frame photoelectron
angular distribution (MFPAD) and the asymmetry of the
ion sum-momentum distribution of the exploded singly
and doubly ionized CO molecules. Our results suggest that
for all of the identified multiple orbitals and for the first and
second ionization step the linear Stark effect due to an orbital
dipole plays a minor role in the strong field tunneling
ionization of CO molecule. They are instead governed
mainly by the shape of the respective orbital.
The measurements were performed using a reaction

microscope of COLd Target Recoil Ion Momentum
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Spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) [26,27], where the molecules
from a collimated supersonic gas jet were ionized by a 35-fs
laser pulse with a central wavelength of 790 nm and a
repetition rate of 8 kHz. The 3D momenta of the coinci-
dently emitted electrons and ions from the ionization were
reconstructed from the detected times-of-flight and posi-
tions of the charged particles. As shown in Fig. 1, the
polarization of the input laser pulse was adjusted to be
circular or elliptical before it entered the interaction cham-
ber. The major polarization axis of the ellipse was set to be
along the y axis. The electron freed by the laser field pointed
along the y axis acquired a final momentum along the z axis
(i.e., the time-of-flight direction of the spectrometer which
provides a best momentum resolution) due to the rotation of
the applied laser field. This ‘‘angular-streaking’’ concept
[1,28,29] when close-to-circular or elliptically polarized
pulses are used for ionization allows us to suppress the
recollision process and map the instantaneous magnitude
and direction of the laser field vector at the moment of
ionization to the magnitude and direction of the final
momentum of the emitted electron. The molecular axis
and instantaneous ionization laser field vector were de-
duced from the measured momenta of the coincident ions
and electrons. The geometric rotation of the molecule dur-
ing the ionization is negligible for the 35-fs laser pulse used
in the experiment. This enables the study of the orientation
dependent ionization rate without preorientation of the
target molecule, as firstly demonstrated by Staudte et al.
for the angular-dependent ionization of H2 [30].

Figure 2(a) shows the KER dependent MFPAD of the
single ionization induced dissociative channel of Cþ þ O
by using circularly polarized single-color femtosecond
laser pulses [Fig. 1(a)]. In the analysis, the orientation of
the molecule is fixed along the y axis by rotating the

emission direction of Cþ to the positive direction of
the y axis (i.e., �e ¼ 0�). The angular distribution of the
coincidently recorded electron is then reconstructed in
the molecular frame, i.e., MFPAD. As shown in Fig. 2(b),
the KER distribution of the Cþ þ O channel shows two
peaks separated by a minimum around 0.75 eV. The
MFPADs integrated over different KER ranges are plotted
in Fig. 2(c). The high KER peak (> 0:75 eV) shows a
significant asymmetry in the angular distribution as com-
pared to the low KER peak (< 0:75 eV). The count rate
around�e ¼ 90� is 16.8% higher than around�e ¼ �90�
indicating a higher ionization rate of CO molecule when
the laser field points from C to O. It is in agreement with
the conclusions drawn from recent measurements of the
emission directions of the ions [23,24] in phase controlled
two-color linearly polarized pulses. This indicates that the
ionization of CO is predominated by the orbital profile

FIG. 1 (color online). The sketch of the anticlockwise rotating
(a) circularly and (b) elliptically polarized laser field and the
angular-streaking concept in our coordinate system. (c) The
highest occupied three orbitals involved in the single and double
ionizations of CO molecule in our experiments, where the nuclei
O and C lie on the left and right sides, respectively. (d) The
potential energy surfaces of COþ and CO2þ interested in this
work (adapted from Ref. [31]). The X2Pþ or A2 Q state of COþ
is populated by removing an electron from HOMO or HOMO-1
of the neutral CO, which transits to the 3

Pþ or X3
Q

state of
CO2þ by removing the second electron from HOMO-2 or
HOMO, respectively.

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) The KER dependent molecular-
frame angular distribution of the photoelectron emitted from
Cþ þ O, and (b) its integrations over different KER ranges.
(c) The KER distribution of the single ionization induced dis-
sociation channel of Cþ þ O. The CO molecule is orientated
with C points to the positive direction of the y-axis (i.e., �e ¼
0�). The�e ¼ þ90� corresponds to electron tunneling when the
electric field points from C towards O; i.e., the carbon is on the
down hill side of the potential. The electrons are then angularly
streaked towards�e ¼ þ90�. The intensity of the anticlockwise
rotating circularly polarized pulse is estimated to be �4:0�
1014 W=cm2. (d) The predicted angular-dependent ionization
rates of CO simulated by using the MO-ADK and SFA as well
as their corrections with the Stark effect (adapted from
Ref. [24]), which are normalized and compared with our experi-
mental data (the measured angular distribution is rotated by
�90� to take into account the angular-streaking effect).
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rather than the linear Stark effect, probably because of the
small orbital dipole moment, e.g.�1:7 a:u: for the HOMO
[21]. The predicted angular-dependent ionization rates of
CO simulated by using the MO-ADK and SFA as well as
their corrections with the Stark effect are shown in Fig. 2
(d) (adapted from Ref. [24]), where our measured MFPAD
(rotated by�90� to take into account the angular-streaking
effect of the circularly polarized pulse) for the high KER
peak of the Cþ þ O is also presented for comparison.
The SFA calculation with Stark effect correction [18,24]
seems to be a good approximation for the strong field
tunneling ionization of CO under the current experimental
conditions.

Beyond the HOMO, the next lower-lying orbitals
(HOMO-1 or HOMO-2) can also contribute to the single
ionization of the molecules [2,13–16,31]. For the CO
molecule exposed to a strong laser field, the ionic bound
states X2

Pþ or A2
Q

of COþ are first populated by re-
moving an electron from HOMO or HOMO-1 of the neu-
tral CO [see Fig. 1(d)]. It is then transferred to the repulsive
potential energy curve by the laser-induced coupling and
leads to the observed dissociative channel of Cþ þ O
[15,31]. The recollision excitation plays a minor role in
our circularly polarized laser pulse, and only a dissociative
channel of Cþ þ O with KER of less than 2 eV is observed
[Fig. 2(b)] which is mainly produced by the laser-induced
coupling [15]. The KER dependent MFPAD distribution
presented in Fig. 2 allows us to identify the ionizations
from multiple orbitals for this single electron ionization
channel. As illustrated in Fig. 1(c), the molecular orbital of
HOMO-1 is more homogeneously distributed between the
nuclei as compared with HOMO. Since the ionization is
predominated by the geometric profile of the ionizing
orbital, a larger asymmetry in the orientation dependent
ionization rate is expected for HOMO than HOMO-1. As
illustrated in Fig. 2(c), the MFPAD of the high KER peak
shows a much more significant asymmetry compared to the
low KER peak. It indicates that the high and low KER
peaks are produced by the ionization of the HOMO and
HOMO-1, respectively. The HOMO-1 has

Q
symmetry

and a nodal plane along the molecular axis. Other than in
previous experiments on O2 [11] and HCl [14] we do not
see this node in the MFPADs. The X2

Pþ ionic state has a
smaller equilibrium internuclear distance than the A2

Q

one [see Fig. 1(d)], which results in a higher KER when it
is further coupled to the repulsive potential curve.
Additionally, the emitted electron correlated with the low
KER peak is measured to have a higher kinetic energy
(� 14:9 eV) than that correlated with the high KER peak
(� 13:9 eV). This is consistent with the fact that the
HOMO-1 has a higher bound energy (16.6 eV) than the
HOMO (14.1 eV); thus a higher laser field intensity is
required to remove the electron from the HOMO-1, leading
to a larger final momentum or kinetic energy of the freed
electron [28,29]. Even the energy level of HOMO-1 is
�2:5 eV lower than that of HOMO, the contribution of
HOMO-1 to the dissociative single ionization process is

significant (� 30% of the total signal measured in our
experiment).
The ionization of the second electron from multiple

orbitals is also observed for the double ionization induced
Coulomb exploded channel of Cþ þ Oþ. For ejection of
two electrons their sum-momentum has its mirror image in
the sum-momentum of the two ions, which is readily
measured with high resolution in our setup. As illustrated
in Fig. 1(b), an elliptically polarized single-color pulse
with major polarization axis along the y axis is used to
doubly ionize the CO molecule. Similar to the case of
linear polarization [10,31], we find that those molecules
are predominantly doubly ionized which are aligned par-
allel to the major polarization axis of our elliptically po-
larized laser pulse. For the following analysis we have
selected only ions emitted within a 45� cone with respect
to the major polarization axis (y axis).
We identify the multiple-orbitals double ionization of

the CO molecule by analyzing the asymmetric ionization
rate when the laser field points from nuclei C to O or O to
C. This asymmetric ionization along the molecular axis is
the crucial question we are trying to address here, and
which is also currently one of the controversial debates
in the literature. Please note that the single-color ellipti-
cally polarized pulse does not introduce any bias to this
asymmetric ionization dynamics. More importantly, in the
elliptically polarized pulse, the electron is mainly freed
when the laser field points along the major axis which ends
with a final momentum along the minor axis due to the
angular streaking of the rotating laser field. This serves as
the heart to distinguish the direction of the laser field vector
at the moment of ionization and to reveal the asymmetric
ionization dynamics by deconvoluting the ion sum mo-
mentum along the minor polarization axis.
Figure 3(b) displays the KER dependent ion sum-

momentum distribution of the exploded double ionization
channel of Cþ þ Oþ along the z axis (pzsum). The three-
peak structure of pzsum reflects the sum momentum of the
sequentially freed two electrons according to the momentum
conservation [28,32]. The measured ion sum-momentum
distribution thus can be used to study the ionization dynam-
ics of the coincidently emitted electrons. For the anticlock-
wise rotating elliptical field [Fig. 1(b)], the electron freed by
the laser field points to the negative (� y) or positive (þ y)
directions of the y axis and receives a final momentum of
positive (pze > 0) or negative (pze < 0) along the z axis,
respectively. For our elliptically polarized pulse with an
ellipticity of "� 0:7, the double ionization predominantly
proceeds through a sequential process [28,29] when the laser
field points along the major polarization axis; thus no corre-
lation between the two freed electrons is expected. The
center peak in the observed three-peak structure of the
sum-momentum (Fig. 3) results from double ionization
events where both electrons are ejected to opposite direction
canceling their momenta. The two side peaks are filled by
events where both electron escape to the same side of the
molecule. We can model this in more detail by assuming a
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Gaussian distribution of the electron momentum centered

at pzek, i.e., Ak=½�k

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið2�Þp � � exp½�0:5ðpz� pzekÞ2=�2
k�

(k ¼ 1 or 2 accounts for the first or second electron), the
recoil ion sum-momentum (i.e., the reverse of sum-
momentum of the sequentially freed two electrons) can be
expressed as

pzsum12ðpzÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2�

p X

i;j¼þ;�

A12ij

�12ij

� exp½�0:5ðpz� pzsumijÞ2=�2
12ij�; (1)

where A12ij ¼ A1i � A2j, �
2
12ij ¼ �2

1i þ �2
2j, and pzsumij ¼

�ðipze1 þ jpze2Þ accounts for four possible ion sum-
momenta. For our laser parameters, the magnitudes of pze1
and pze2 are very similar and hence (pze1 � pze2Þ �
ð�pze1 þ pze2Þ � 0, leading to a single peak of pzsum
around zero for these two cases. The sides peaks of positive
[pzsum ¼ �ð�pze1 � pze2Þ> 0] or negative [pzsum ¼
�ðpze1 þ pze2Þ< 0] account for the cases that both two
electrons are freed when the laser field points to þy or
�y, respectively.

For our multicycle single-color laser pulse, the overall
ionization probabilities when the laser field points to þy
and �y are the same, and therefore a symmetric distribu-
tion of pzsum is resulted as displayed in Fig. 3(b). However,
as plotted in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), highly asymmetric dis-
tributions of pzsum are observed when we select the Cþ ion
emits to þy (pyCþ > 0) or �y (pyCþ < 0), according to

the initial orientation of COwith the C atom pointing toþy
or �y, respectively. The higher side peak at pzsum > 0 (or
pzsum < 0) for pyCþ < 0 (or pyCþ > 0) suggests a higher
ionization rate when the laser field is pointing to þy (or
�y), which is opposite to the orientation direction of atom
C. In agreement with our conclusions for dissociative
single ionization discussed above and the pioneering mea-
surements of the ion emission direction by using phase
controlled two-color laser pulses [23,24], the double ion-
ization of CO is more likely to occur when the laser field is
pointing from C to O. We have cross checked our experi-
ment by inverting the polarization rotating direction. This
leads as expected to an inversion of the asymmetry.
In order to get quantitative insights into the orientation

dependent double ionization of the CO molecule, we now
fit the asymmetric ion sum-momentum distribution with
the function of pzsum12 [Eq. (1)]. The solid curves in
Fig. 3(e) show the fits with the following parameters:
pze1 ¼ 0:91 a:u:, pze2 ¼ 1:38 a:u:, A1�=A1� ¼ 1:41, and
A2�=A2� ¼ 1:65. The significant difference between
the momenta of electron 1 and 2 indicates that a higher
laser field is required to remove the second electron which
is more tightly bound [28]. The second ionization step with
a larger asymmetric parameter is more sensitive to the
orientation of molecular CO than the first ionization step.
Similar to single ionization, the Coulomb exploded

double ionization channel Cþ þ Oþ features two distinct
KER peaks separated with a minimum around 7.5 eV
[Fig. 3(a)] and shows different ion sum-momentum distri-
butions [Fig. 3(b)]. This KER dependence can be noticed
more clearly by selecting the ions when theCþ emits toþy
[pyCþ > 0, Fig. 3(c)] or �y [pyCþ < 0, Fig. 3(d)] and
integrating over different KER ranges [KER< 7:5 eV in
Fig. 3(f), and KER> 7:5 eV in Fig. 3(g)]. Different asym-
metries in the ion sum-momentum distributions are ob-
served for the low and high KER peaks. For the low KER
peak, the fits using Eq. (1) [solid curves in Fig. 3(f)] return:
pze1 ¼ 0:9 a:u:, pze2 ¼ 1:33 a:u:, A1�=A1� ¼ 1:27, and
A2�=A2� ¼ 1:49. For the high KER peak, the fits with
the function of pzsum12 [solid curves in Fig. 3(g)] return:
pze1 ¼ 0:92 a:u:, pze2 ¼ 1:43 a:u:, A1�=A1� ¼ 1:54, and
A2�=A2� ¼ 1:81. For both the first and second ionization
steps, the high KER peak shows a larger asymmetry in
pzsum than the low KER peak. Meanwhile, the momentum
of the second electron correlated with the high KER peak is
larger than that of the low KER peak.
In addition to the HOMO and HOMO-1, the HOMO-2

may also contribute to double ionization. As illustrated in
Fig. 1(c), the electron wavefunction is mainly located on
the C side for HOMO-2. The biggest asymmetry in the
ionization rate is therefore expected when an electron is
removed from HOMO-2. The pathways for producing
Cþ þ Oþ are illustrated in Fig. 1(d). Starting from the
removal of the first electron from HOMO (populates
the bound state X2

Pþ of COþ) or HOMO-1 (populates
the bound state A2

Q
of COþ), the removal of the second

electron from HOMO-2 or HOMO leads to the population

pyc+>0 pyc+<0
(b)(a) (c) (d)

(e)
all KER

(f)
KER<7.5eV

(g)
KER>7.5eV
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 py
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c+
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<0

 py
c+
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all

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) The KER distribution of the ex-
ploded double ionization channel of Cþ þ Oþ. (b)–(d) The
KER dependent ion sum-momentum distributions of the Cþ þ
Oþ channel along the minor polarization axis (z axis, pzsum) of
the elliptically polarized pulse. The condition of the Cþ emits to
the positive (pyCþ > 0) or negative (pyCþ < 0) direction of the y
axis is applied in (c) and (d), respectively. The corresponding ion
sum-momentum distributions integrated over different KER
ranges are plotted in (e)–(g). The solid curves show the fits of
the measured three-peak structures by considering the convolu-
tion of two sequentially emitted electrons according to the
function of pzsum12 (see text). Only the molecules orientated
within a cone of 45� around the major polarization axis (y axis)
are selected. The intensity of the anticlockwise rotating ellipti-
cally polarized pulse with an ellipticity of "� 0:7 is estimated to
be �2� 1015 W=cm2.
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of the bound states 3
Pþ or X3

Q
of CO2þ, respectively,

which then dissociates through the crossing repulsive po-
tential curve (e.g. 3

P�). Because of its short equilibrium
internuclear distance [see Fig. 1(d)], the dissociation ini-
tialized from the state of 3

Pþ will lead to a higher KER as
compared with that from X3

Q
. It suggests that the ob-

served high and low KER peaks in the Cþ þ Oþ channel
are launched from the 3

Pþ and X3
Q

ionic states of CO2þ,
respectively. The Franck Condon overlap will strongly
favor vertical transitions between curves of similar equi-
librium distances between X2

Pþ and 3
Pþ or between

A2
Q

and X3
Q

. This is consistent with the above men-
tioned observation: the removal of the second electron
from HOMO-2 (leading to the vertical transition from
X2

Pþ to 3
Pþ) gives rise to a larger electron momentum

pze2 (a higher laser field intensity is required to remove the
tightly bound electron from HOMO-2) than the removal of
the second electron from the HOMO (leading to the verti-
cal transition from A2

Q
to X3

Q
). We thus identify two

ionization pathways to produce the exploded double ion-
ization channel of Cþ þ Oþ: the sequential removals of
the first and second electrons from the HOMO-1 and
HOMO lead to the observed Cþ þ Oþ signal in the low
KER range; while the high KER range signal of Cþ þ Oþ
mainly proceeds through the removals of the first and second
electrons from the HOMO and HOMO-2, respectively.

In summary, we identified the individual removal of the
first and second electrons from multiple orbitals for
the exploded single and double ionization of the CO mole-
cule, featuring with the KER dependent MFPADs and
asymmetric ion sum-momentum distributions. The influ-
ence of the linear Stark effect of the orbital dipole is found
to be weak for the orientation dependent ionization of
molecular CO for all orbitals and both ejected electrons.
The tunneling ionization is dominated by the geometric
profile of the ionizing orbitals. In agreement with the
pioneering experiments [2,13–16,31], our results suggest
that tunneling ionization of multiple orbitals is fairly gen-
eral and essential to understand the strong laser field dy-
namics of small molecules.
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